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FOR ROMANCE I
Gender: Stallion
Birthdate: 2009
Height: 1.72m
Level:
Studbook:
Colour: Chestnut
Breeder:
Stud fee: 1700

A legend at a young age

With his tremendous willingness to work, his fantastic way of moving and athletic characteristics, For
Romance I OLD is for every rider a dream. More importantly, we see these qualities continuously recurring in
his offspring, as a result of which the stunningly beautiful Oldenburg stallion already has a tremendous
reputation at a young age. Before his tenth year there were already more than 30 For Romance approved sons
and over 80 Premium mares registered in the studbooks and furthermore, amongst his offspring we find many
competition winners and a whole series of auction stars.

Oldenburg stallion licensing 2011
The first memorable chapter in the For Romance story was written during the Oldenburg stallion licensing in
2011. The spectators gave a standing ovation for the son of the elegant Fürst Romancier who was declared
Champion Stallion. For Romance was later approved by many German studbooks and started his training
under the top Swedish rider Therese Nilshagen. Together they made their debut at Big Tour level at the
beginning of 2019. During their first performance the 70%-barrier was immediately broken.

Strong damline
The modern-built For Romance is himself out of an exceptionally good nest. His dam Gesina (s. Sir Donnerhall
I) produced four approved sons, including two champion stallions and one premie stallion. She also produced a
number of outstanding mares. For Romance’s full-sister Fasine was Bundeschampionat winner as a six-year-
old and was later sold at the P.S.I. auction for the unprecedented sum of 1.3 million Euros. His half-sister
Fürstin Gesine took the Oldenburg Champion Mare title and his half-sister Mount St. John Best of All is
competing at Small Tour-level.

Hanoverian bloodline
For Romance’s granddam Gesine is an offspring of Blue Hors Don Schufro. As a result, we find the famous
Donnerhall in dam Gesina twice in the third generation. This well-known Hanoverian bloodline is also the dam
line of the legendary KWPN preferente stallion Voltaire.
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For Romance I is available via both fresh and frozen semen. For covering with fresh semen from For Romance
I a pregnancy arrangement can be taken out. The fixed fee is €300, when in foal a further €1,400 must be paid.
The total fee is €1,700.

If you choose frozen semen the fee is €400 per straw. The straws are not for ICSI. For delivery to addresses
within the Netherlands, the costs are € 100

More information: https://www.studutch.com/paarden/for-romance-i/


